WHAT IS THE CHILD ID PROGRAM?
The Child Id program was established by the ERBC Board of Directors to provide adult children of members access to ERBC after they marry or age out of the family membership. **ADULT CHILDREN WHO ARE MARRIED OR REACH AGE 30 ARE NO LONGER PART OF THEIR PARENTS’ FAMILY MEMBERSHIP.**

WHO NEEDS A CHILD ID?
Any adult child of a current ERBC member who is married/has children or has reached the age of 30 years and would like to have **UNACCOMPANIED ACCESS** to ERBC without being with their parents (the member) or another ERBC member as a guest.

(Adult children of members who have married, have children of their own or reach the age of 30 years are no longer covered by their parents’ family membership, which means they can no longer sign in / enter ERBC or park in the parking lot (both main and pond), unless they are with a member and signed in as a guest or have purchased a CHILD ID.

HOW DO I PURCHASE A CHILD ID FOR MY ADULT CHILDREN?
**CHILD ID APPLICATIONS** are available on the ERBC website, [www.elephantrockbeachclub.com](http://www.elephantrockbeachclub.com), under the **CHILD ID TAB.** Child Id applications are also sent out with Spring Dues Bills to members known to have married children or children over the age of 30. You can also email: [erbcbookkeeping@gmail.com](mailto:erbcbookkeeping@gmail.com) to request a Child Id Application. Applications must be signed by the member (parent).

**CHILD ID OPTIONS:**
**INDIVIDUAL CHILD ID** – For Single adults  
**FAMILY CHILD ID** – For married adults or adults with children (unmarried) under age 30.

WHAT IS THE COST OF A CHILD ID?
$300 for INDIVIDUAL CHILD ID  
$425 for FAMILY CHILD ID

HOW DO I PAY FOR A CHILD ID?
Either the parent (member) or the adult Child may write a check to ERBC. The check must accompany the completed application. Parents who are paying may add the fee for a Child Id to their spring dues payment. Child Id can also be purchased separately at any time of the season. Child Id should be **mailed to ERBC, PO Box 3435, Westport MA 02790.** Please allow time for mail delivery and processing. Child Id’s are processed off-site and sent to the ERBC office within 3 days of receipt by the bookkeeping office. **CHILD ID MAY NOT BE CHARGED TO A MEMBER ACCOUNT. THEY MUST BE PAID IN FULL BEFORE ACCESS IS GRANTED.**

CAN MY ADULT CHILDREN SHARE A CHILD ID?
NO, Child Id’s may not be shared by multiple adult children.

**CAN A CHILD ID HOLDER BRING GUESTS TO ERBC?**
YES, Child Id holders may bring guests to ERBC for a fee of $5 per person per day for anyone over the age of 12. Children 12 and under are complimentary. This includes a sibling who may not have purchased a Child Id.
IF MY ADULT CHILD DOES NOT HAVE A CHILD ID, CAN THEY COME TO ERBC?
YES, but only with another member who signs them in as a guest.

CAN A CHILD ID HOLDER PARK IN THE PARKING LOT?
YES, a Child Id holder may use their parents’ parking tag to park in the main lot or at the Pond. Child Id holders will NOT be issued their own parking tag.

HOW DOES A CHILD ID HOLDER SIGN IN AT THE BEACH CLUB?
There is a specific book for Child Id holders to sign in. Parents must inform their adult children that they are Child Id holders and should present themselves as such to the staff upon arrival at the office desk or pond parking attendant. Child Id holders should sign in as such and not as “Members”. In the case of a Family Child Id – parents should also teach their own children how to sign in the book if those children come to ERBC alone.

CHILD ID FEES:
All guest fees or merchandise fees charged by a Child Id holder will be billed to the Parents’ (ERBC Member) account at the end of the season. A Child Id holder may stop by the beach club office and settle their account by cash or check before the end of the season, so as not to place charges on the parents’ account.

Please be aware that members and Child Id holders who ignore the rules and policies of ERBC may have their membership privileges suspended or revoked.

Thank you for your cooperation and adherence to Club policies and rules. They are in place for the safety, enjoyment and fairness to all members and their families. Please follow the rules, buy Child Id’s and cooperate with staff.

All questions may be directed to erbcboard@gmail.com.

Thank you,

ERBC Board